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Abstract: In searching of campus geographic information system, the shortest path is always the key and its efficiency
which determines the quality of the service of the digital campus directly. In the classic algorithm, the time complexity is
proportional to the vertex number's square. With the increasing of the vertex number, the speed will fell down sharply.
Based on the reality such as the large number of population, plenty of buildings, teaching resources, this article proposed
an improved bi-directional A* algorithm which changing the target point into surface in search direction by using the
middle list searching the target bi-directionally. The experimental results show that, compared with Dijkstra and A* algorithm, bi-directional A* algorithm is the fastest in the search, even when the vertex number large, it also can compute
well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2.2. A* Algorithm

GIS is Geographic Information System [1, 2] (Geographic Information System, or Geo- Information System). It
is a computerized data management system [3-5] used to
capture, store, manage, retrieve, analyze, and display spatial
information and it is also an important part of "digital earth
network". In searching of campus geographic information
system, the shortest path is always the key and its efficiency
which determines the quality of the service of the digital
campus directly. Based on the number of nodes is large, this
paper studies how to improve the efficiency of node space,
achieve the goal of finding the shortest path and make a
practical application in digital campus.

The traditional A* algorithm [10] is an advanced Dijkstra
version, namely, on the basis of Dijkstra it is added in the
heuristic search which helps calculate the evaluation function
F of all the extensible vertex currently when it extends to the
next vertex, however it will choose the superb rather than the
adjacent vertex whose path weight is the minimum to extend.

2. RELATED THEORY FOR THE SHORTEST PATH
ALGORITHM
2.1. Dijkstra Algorithm
Dijkstra algorithm [6, 7] mainly solves the problem of
finding the shortest path from a point in a graph (the source)
to a destination in the directed graph G = (V, E). This one
runs the fastest among three classical Dijkstra, the Bellman –
For [7], Floyd – Warshall [7]. For it set up a vertex set S, the
final weight of the shortest path from the source points to the
vertex in the S set have been determined. The algorithm repeatedly chooses the shortest path to estimate the peak of the
u - S  V, and put u to join the rest of the S, for u all the
edge one by one to visit (also known as relaxation technique
called Relax [7]). At present, as a classical Dijkstra algorithm, have improved different [8], and the K shortest path
algorithm is appeared [9].

A* algorithm includes two lists: open list and close list.
The former store those vertex will be accessed; the latter
store those vertex had been accessed already and no longer
accessed again. In A*algorithm, F=G+H is the evaluation
function of extensional, G means the distance from the former vertex to the current one, also can be considered as the
path weight; H means the estimation of distance that is from
the current vertex to the destination one.
H is called A* algorithm’s heuristic function. At present,
there are many kinds of calculations methods about H function, for based on GIS, we using the Manhattan calculating,
which calculate the difference between two points of abscissa and ordinate, then add together. Because the shortest
distance between two points is always a straight line. Thus
we speculate that, the H function will compute a minimum
value, so the linear distance will be priority, which conform
to the practical demand of GIS search.
3. THE IMPROVED SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
OF GIS
3.1. Bi-Directional A* Algorithm
3.1.1. Main Idea of bi-Directional A* Algorithm
Considering the map entity data is more and more accurate in the GIS, that is in improving the accuracy of the data
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at the same time will increase the storage of data. For improve the efficiency of the algorithm further and provide
search service better, bi-directional A* algorithm is proposed
in this paper.
Bi-directional A* algorithm is based on A* but it has two
distinctiveness: (1) A* algorithm search direction is single,
from the starting point to the target point. Bi-directional A*
algorithm can range from starting point to the target point or
from the target point to the starting point; (2) the direction of
the goal of A* algorithm is only target, the single point of
one direction, and the direction of the bi-directional A* can
include goals around the point, that is, A plane direction.
3.1.2. Design of Bi-Directional A* Algorithm
A* algorithm contains two pairs of lists that respectively
are open (positive) and close (positive) by forward direction
search and open (negative) and close (negative) by backwards direction search. In addition, A* can't simply alternates from start point to the target point and the target point
to the starting point of the search. To solve this problem, the
paper puts forward this, if the vertex of forward searching
extension are closer to the goal one, positive search is executed, otherwise, the reverse search is executed.
Below are the Bi-directional A * algorithm:
1) Clear the two list that is open list and close list. Add the
starting point to the open positive list, add target point
negative list.
2) Detection whether close positive and close negative two
list have any intersection, ifyesthen turn to (3); or go
to (4).
3) In the intersection of close positive and the close
negative, choose the direction of the positive and
negative two functions of F value added the smallest
vertices, which as the intersection of the forward and
reverse search path of the output with the corresponding
weights (i.e., the value of the G function), return success.
4) Check open positive and open negative, if one is empty,
then end of the algorithm, and then return inaccessible
information of the starting point to target point;or go to
(5).
5) Comparison of forward and reverse search, specific is as
follows: to compare the function F value of the open
positive and open negative for leftmost node in the
middle-order, if the value of H positive is greater then H
negative, then take positive search, otherwise take the
reverse search.
6) Search forward (search reverse). Delete the leftmost node
Vz of open positive list by middle-order, and put it to
close positive list (close negative list). Expand Vz
adjacent vertices, calculate the corresponding function
values F, one at a time to join the open positive list(open
negative list ) (among them, the calculating process of F
function is given in the subsequent), turn to (2).
The process of H function is given in the following:
1) To calculate the G function value of vertex Vp which
need to insert in the open positive(negative) list, among
them, G is the path weight of Vp to its father vertex Vz.
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2) To calculate the G function value of vertex Vp which
need to insert in the open positive(negative) list: list all
the vertices of close negative list(close positive list),
calculated the Manhattan distance of Vp to Vq, that is H
= | Xp - Xq | | + Yp - Yq |.
3) F = G + H.
Above is the specific process of bi-directional A *
algorithm. In contrast to traditional Dijkstra and A *
algorithm, the process of bi-directional A * algorithm is
relatively complex, but the bi-directional A * can effectively
reduce the search area, especially in some cases need to
bypass path, bi-directional A * more advantage.
3.1.3. The pseudo-code of bi-Directional A*
The following is the pseudo-code of the bi-directional A
* algorithm(G is the graph input, s initial vertex, t represents
the target vertices, F evaluation function):
ShortestPath_DoubleAStar(G,s,t,F)
(1) Initialize_Source(G,s)
(2) close positive; close negative
(3) Insert(open positive,s); Insert(open negative,t)
(4) while close positiveclose negative = 
(5) do if open positive = or open negative =
(6)
(7)

return FALSE
else

(8)
u1=Extract_Min(open positive,F); u2=Extract_
Min(open negative,F)
(9)
(10)

if H(u1) > H(u2) then

do Insert(close positive,u1)

(11)

for each vertex vAdj[u1]

(12)
(13)
(14)

// forward search

do Relax(u1,v,F)
else

//reverse search

do Insert(close negative,u2)

(15)

for each vertex vAdj[u2]

(16)

do Relax(u2,v,F)

(17) uExtract_Min(close positiveclose
tive,F+F’)// The best intersection point

nega-

(18) GetPathValue(u)
(19) ReturnPath(u,G+G’)
(20) return TRUE
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1. Experiment Setting
Considering the bi-directional A* algorithm could be
used in A variety of computer equipment, this article will
choose two configuration of computer hardware for
experimental evaluation, specific configurations are as
follows:
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Three algorithms comparison for total run time.
Algorithm

Configuration 1(ms)

Configuration 2(ms)

Dijkstra

-

2690033

A*

809755

801688

Bi-directional A*

756819

738896

Fig. (2). Total time comparison of multitasking.

Configuration 1:
CPU: Intel Core i3-3110M 2.4GHz
Memory: 4G DDR3 1333MHz
Disk: WDC SATA 500G
Configuration 2:
CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2600 2 2.0GHz 8cores/CPU
32Mbcache/CPU
Memory: 8G8 DDR3 1600MHz
Disk: WDC SATA 1T
Using Windows 7 development environment for Visual
Studio 2012 [11], ArcGIS10, development language is c++
[12]. In this paper, experimental data are provided by the
campus GIS, in order to facilitate programming, GIS data
structure using the grid structure. In addition, this experiment
will evaluate traditional Dijkstra and A*, bi-directional A*
three algorithms. To simulate the multiplayer online request
application environment at the same time, the experiment is
divided into single thread and multithreading concurrent.
4.2. Experimental Results
4.2.1. Single Thread Results of the Three Algorithms
In order to highlight three algorithms running time gap,
grid size for practical ground is 1 cm x 1 cm, each algorithm
performs 10 groups of test data, and accumulate the results
after the time, the results are shown as in Table 1.
Experimental results show that as for the total run time of
the 10 groups grid data, bi-directional A* algorithm is the
best, traditional A* is the second, the worst one is Dijkstra

algorithm. The reason why Dijkstra algorithm runs slowest is
its searching with no direction, and too much intermediate
points are produced. In configuration 1, due to Dijkstra
algorithm need a lot of memory for running the 10 groups
grid data, lead to the collapse of the computer system.
Therefore, the sysbol "-" is used to express. Traditional A *
algorithm runs faster because it has directivity. As for bidirectional A* algorithm, the search is not only bi-directional
but also make the goal direction to be a surface, so it is the
best of them.
4.2.2. Multithreading Concurrent Results of the Three Algorithms
Because the memory leak in Dijkstra algorithm, in the
multitasking test, the grid size switch to the actual ground 50
cm by 50 cm. To evaluate the three algorithms, the each "setting" machine executes multitasking tasks four times, that is:
100, 200, 400, 800; each task is also 10 groups. Multitasking
research requests made by another terminal machine with the
local laboratory network, time interval of sending between
each task is 100 ms, terminal machine will end it and service
machine make the undisposed requests line up, when receiving the final commanding, it will record the total running
time, and returns the result. The results of configuration 1 are
shown in Fig. (2).
() The running results of configuration 1:
The total time consumed for multitasking by all the three
algorithm increase with the increase of the number of tasks.
In the time consumption of multitasking, bi-directional A*
algorithm is best; traditional A* comes the second; Dijkstra
algorithm is the worst. Traditional A* algorithm is better
than the Dijkstra algorithm for the reason is that the middle
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Fig. (3). Total time comparison of multitasking.

of the directional search and produce less points. Bidirectional A* algorithm is the best. The reason is about twoway characteristic and shape the direction of the search.
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